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ON THE NONHOMOGENEOUS ALGEBRAIC INTEGRAL EQUATION 
VLASTA PEŘINOVÁ, Olomouc 
(Received August 25, 1967) 
In this paper we shall deal with the nonhomogeneous algebraic integral equation 
(0 ' i.iti*f(s)Lj[f>...y**-]=f(s), S6<a,b> 
j = l a = 0 
where 
Lj[ ] = S f.. • f-W-Jrf- •••'*) if%) - • • /*('.)] d'i • • • d'v; 
(«! + ...+a v = j - a ) J a J a 
/* is a real or complex parameter, Laai av(stt ... tv) andf(s) are given real or complex 
functions. For equation (1) we shall study the problem of existence of "small" 
solutions in C[a, fc], i.e., of such solutions absolute values of which assume sufficiently 
small values, analogically as in [1], 
Let us assume that the functions Laai av(stl ... tv) are continuous in <a, b} x ... 
... x {a, by ((v 4- 1) factors) and thatf(s) is continuous in <a, b>. After excluding 
the term linearly depending on y(s) we can write equation (1), under the assumption 
/•b /»b 
(2) g(s) = . . . L1 0...o(st! • • • tv) df. . . . dtY + 0 , 
J a J a 
in the form 
(3) it y(s) - f L(s, t) y(t) df = V0(s) - V(y; (i) 
where 
L(s> 0 = -7-1 •••I [^oio...o(s»2 ••• tv) + L00i...o(st2t ••• tv) + ••• + 
KS)Ja J» 
+ L0...oi(stvt2 ••• tv-lt)]
 d t 2 ••• dtv » 
nto - ^ . n* /«) = T- I I ^ As) -viy • • • /•] • 
fl(s) 0(S) j = 2« = 0 
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First we shall prove two inequalities. Assume that 
(4) |j<s)| = max |j<s)| g w < d , \\V0(s)\\ g V0 , 
I Ґ...Ґ 
(«i + ...+«v=;-«)Jв J„ 
~TT Lra,...otv(
stl ••• tv) 
Ф) 
dí 1 . . .dŕ v û Bja. 
Then 
where 
1^^)1 = 1 L\n\"\\y\\JBJxúB(w,v) 
j=2 a = 0 
B(w,n) = t EM'w'B,.. 
j' = 2 a = 0 
From the expression for B(w, JA) there follows 
5 ( 0 , ^ = 0, B'(0,fi) = 0, B'(0,/i) = 2 l H
J B 2 , . 
a = 0 
2 
If £ |^|a B2a + 0 then we can write 
a = 0 
B(w, ix) = %w2B"(0w, fi)9 0 < 9 < 1 
in a neighbourhood of the point w = 0 and for %B"(Qw9 fi) :§ P(fi) there is 
(5) \\V(y; n)\\ <; w2 P(n); 
this is the first inequality mentioned above. 
Now consider such a function u(s) e C[a9 b] for which |w| S w < d. After some 
rearranging we obtain 
\\y*(s)/%)... y*itv) - ««(s) ««•(..) . . . « ^ , ) | | g j W - ' l y - «|| ; 
from this expression there follows that 
||Fl>; JI) - V(u; /*)| ^ £ t&'W B>*b ~ "II = 
j=2 a = 0 
Hence, there is 
(6) 
wB*(0,w, /.) ||y - «|| (0 < <?! < 1). 
|V(y ; / í)-V(«; / i ) | | íS 2wP0*)||y - u|| ; 
this is the second inequality mentioned above. 
In this paper we shall study the case when the homogeneous linear integral equation 
(?) џУ(s)- (ąs,t)y(t)dt = o 
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has only the trivial solution. Then there exists the continuous resolving kernel 
R(s91; fi) of the kernel L(s91) and equation (3) can be written in the form 
(8) y(s) = W0(s; ix) - W(y; fi) 
where 
W0(s; fi) = V0(s) + f R(s, t; fi) V0(t) dt, 
W(y; ft) = V(y; fi) + f R(s, t; fi) V(y; fi) dt. 
Under the assumption 
II Cb I 
1 + R(s, t;ix)dt\ ^ R(v) 
II J a J 
and on* the basis of relations (4), (5) and (6) we get the following inequalities 
* (9) || W0(s; n)|| £ V0 R(fi) = R*(fi) , || W(y; fi)\\ g w
2 R(fi) P(fi) = w2 P*(/,), 
(10) \\W(y; fi) - W(u; fi)\\ g 2w P(/*) R(fi) \\y - u\\ = 2w P*(fi) \\y - II|| . 
Let us denote max (R*(fi), P*(n)) = T*(fi) and study the quadratic equation 
(11) x2T*(ti)-x + r*(/.) = o. 
For T*(fi) < \ both roots are positive and the smaller one 
tends to zero simultaneously with T*(\i). Then x < d holds for T*(fi) small enough. 
Theorem. Let the following assumptions hold 
a) the homogeneous linear integral equation (7) has only the trivial solution,... 
b) /or the smaller root x of equation (11) there is x < d, 
c)xP*(fi)<h 
Then equation (1) has only one solution y(s) e C\a, b\ for which \y\ < d holds. 
Proof. Let us find a solution of equation (8) be means of the method of successive 
approximations 
(12) yo(*;fi = w0(s;n), 
yk(s; n) = W0(s; n) - W(yk.1; fi), • k = 1, oo . 
Using the inequalities (9) and taking the condition b) of the theorem into account we 
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obtain 
\\y0\\ Ž R*(n) < x , 
I M < \\Wo(s;n)\\ + \\W(y0;»)\\ < T*(n) + x
2 T*(fx) 
\\yk\\ < \\W0(s; /i)|| + \\W(yk^; A*>|| <
 T *00 + ** T*0ť) = T . k = -T°° 
that is 
||y*(s; in)\\ < T , fc = 0, 00 
Using inequality (10) we get 
fly* " y*-i|| ^ (2t P*^))*"1 T2 P*(AI) , fc = 1, oo . 
This implies 
flyit + i - yk|| S flyfe+i - yfe+i~i|| + ... + | |y k +i - yfc|| .= 
< (2T P*(ti))kl ~ (2X P*(W T2 P*(ft) 
- v v # w i __ 2T P*(/x) V ; 
and that means, according to the condition c) of the theorem, that the sequence 
{yk(s; JU)} is fundamental. Because of the completeness of the space C[a, b] the 
sequence {yfc(8; JJ)} converges to a function y(s; fi). If we pass on to the limit fc -> oo 
in relation (12) the limit function satisfies equation (8) and so, under condition (2), 
it is a solution of equation (1). 
Let us suppose that there exists another solution y*(s) of equation (8) with \\y*\\ < 
< d. Then the difference of these solutions satisfies the relation 
y(s)-y*(s) = W(y,fi)-W(y*;n). 
Using inequality (10) we get 
\\y-y*\\<.2xP*(ti)\\y-y*l. 
From this relation 2T P*(fi) ^ 1 follows for y + y*9 which is in contradiction with 
the assumption c) of the theorem. Hence, the theorem is proved. 
If equation (7) has a non-trivial solution branching of the solution appears. 
Branching of solutions of equation (1) has been studied from a certain point of view 
in [2]. 
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